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Burgrr:

Under New Management

By

Thomas F. Johnson



Based On

Johnathan Wojcic’s Noisy Tenant Universe



EXTERIOR, BURGER JOINT BACK ALLEY, EARLY MORNING

A teenager wearing a fast-food uniform is looking at herself

through a camcorder. She turns it over to a teenage girl in

the same uniform taking boxes in from a pallet out back into

a restaurant.

SAM

Hey Artie, wave to the camera.

ARTIE

Sam, what the fuck are you doing.

SAM

Just wave to the goddamn camera

Artie. It’s for a documentary. For

the internet,

Sam walks over to Artie, as she continues tottering along

with the box.

ARTIE

Riiiight. So, is this gonna be an

interview? Because we’re on a time

limit, we’ve got to get those boxes

in before they improperly defrost

and get all mushy.

SAM

And how’s that different from when

they properly defrost? Now talk

about your job to the goddamn

people.

Artie plops the box down.

ARTIE

Alright. Sooooo my name’s Artie. I

unload boxes of crap, man friers

and resent my parents for making me

do this piece-of-shit summer job/

SAM

And how does it feel working at one

of the fastest-growing regional

burger chains in the U.S.?

ARTIE

I’d say I prefer Wendys.

SAM

But you think you have a future

here?
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ARTIE

In this economy? I’d say we’ve all

got a future here. Which I’d say is

no future at all.

They both share a good laugh and the camera feed turns off.

INTERIOR, BURGER RESTAURANT KITCHEN

The camera turns back on. It’s in the back of a small burger

kitchen, with fryers and a greasy griddle.

Artie’s still walking about with the boxes from behind, and

there’s another woman in the back, but then another guy; a

boy in his late teens; dashes back with a burger in a box.

UNSATISFIED CUSTOMER (O.S.)

And get it right next time!

The guy looks at the camera, comes up, and starts mugging

for it.

DAVE

Hey, what’s this, a doccumentary

SAM

Yeah. Just say somethin’ and get it

over with.

Dave walks back and starts posing like a flamboyant schmuck.

DAVE

Hey all you assholes out there, I’m

Dave, cleanin’ shit, servin’ shit

and talkin’ shit, and right now I

gotta deal with this piece-of-shit!

SAM

Dave...

Dave moves up uncomfortably close to Sam

DAVE

Not you Sam, that asshole!

Dave points out the door to the front

DAVE

Say, are ya gonna talk about

trannie Annie?
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SAM

Dave, we’ve been over this a

thousand tiDAVE

It’s not my fault he’s the weirdo

of the place. Still workin’ here at

31, business up top; party

downstairs, he’s the perfect freak

for yoSAM

First of all, she’s a she, and

seco-



Dave is paying her no mind, opening the burger he’s holdin

and spitting on it.

SAM

Are you spitting on that burger?

DAVE

It’s not my fault he asked for

extra sauce.

Dave closes up the burger and begins strutting back out. Sam

moves up to the camera and whispers.

SAM

Dave’s always this much of an

asshole. One of these days, I’m

gonna put him through the fuckin’

grinder for this shit.

Sam moves up to Annie.

SAM

Annie, I’m real sorry for him

insultin’ you like that.

ANNIE

It’s okay, I’m used to it.

Sam movesa bit closer to Annie. The tears in her eyes

indicate that it is not okay. She wipes them away.

ANNIE

So, this is for the documentary,

right?

SAM

Yeah. Just say whatever comes to

mind.
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ANNIE

Right. Well, my name’s Annie, age

31, currently transitioning. I’ve

been working here for twelve years.

You can probably tell my career

didn’t go the way I planned. But

then; the same can be said for the

rest of my life.

Annie pauses for a while.

SAM

And that’s all?

ANNIE

Yeah. I’m not the most interesting

of people.

SAM

But what about that book of yours?

ANNIE

I dunno if they’d want to heRAY (O.S.)

Guys! Problem!

Sam turns to see that a tweedy young man is standing in

front of a door marked "Manager," with something weird stuck

to it. She walks up, and Annie does likewise.

As they do so, the man’s (Ray’s) nametag comes clearer into

view; showing him as the Assistant Manager and a sticker on

the door. The sticker looks like a cartoon hamburger with a

chef’s hat and a logo written in an unknown script.

RAY

Alright, who did this?

Artie walks into the room; past the group, but then does a

double take and looks at the sticker.

ARTIE

That wasn’t there last time I

looked. I didn’t know Dave worked

that fa

Sam absent mindedly pushes the door handle down. It moves

all the way,and the door swings slightly ajar.

SAM

Guys?
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Sam pushes the door open. The office is empty but for a

desk. The walls are covered with that same stupid sticker

from top to bottom.Everybody looks inward.

RAY

What the fu

Sam walks into the room .There is a figure seated at the

desk.

SAM

Guys!

Artie, Ray and Annie and come in as Sam walks closer to the

figure. As it comes into focus, it’s revealed to be a

mannequin with a picture of a man’s face crudely stapled to

its head, and a tape recorder duct-taped to its torso.

Artie walks up and pokes it.

ARTIE

I’m pretty sure Artie’s too lazy to

have done something li

The tape recorder starts up, and Artie jumps back a bit.

RECORDER

Do an thing. No not that thing an

other thing. Make the happen! Food

the consumers for plan better!

Taste for the go! Meat the food!

The mannequin then starts rotating its head around like a

sprinkler and vomiting up huge gouts of raw hamburger.

Everybody flinches back, including Sam, but they still end

up getting caught in the spray. As Sam moves back her camera

gets caught in the meat stream and turns off.

INTERIOR, BURGER RESTAURANT FRONT COUNTER, DAY

Sam and Annie are at the front counter of the restaurant, a

vaguely McDonalds-y place. Annie is brushing the meat out of

her hair and Sam’s wiping it off of her clothes.

Beyond the front coutner appears the same assortment of

table; chairs and booths one’d expect to see in a normal

fast food restaurant; albeit a relitively austere version

thereof.

ANNIE

-been acting kinda weird, last

shift I saw him. Looked "off".
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SAM

What? Did he try to getcha on

"overtime" again?

Artie hauls past a trash bag filled to the brim with

meat-soaked paper towels

ARTIE

Wait, he did that to you too?

ANNIE

No, not again.

Artie sighs and continues hauling the bag. Suddenly the

sound of loud slurping starts in the room.

DAVE

Jesus christ, wouldja look at this!

The camera turns towards one of the booths strewn across the

room. It looks markedly different, ludicrously colored and

cartoonish in design. The slurping sound is coming from

there.

Dave hops over the counter and runs over while Sam walks

around and follows him.

They both walk towards the anomalous book. There sits a man

eating a burger covered in disgusting purple grease. His

eyes are glazed over and he is missing large chunks of hair

DAVE

He’s eating it! He’s fucking eating

my gross-ass spitburger!

Dave and Sam move up closer. On the table there is also a

statue, looking like a translucent anteater/duck-thing

filled with the purple grease.

SAM

The fuck is

She stops as an off-key jingle comes across the room. Sam

turns to the right. There, on the wall, is an intercom

shaped like a barbecue grill..

SAM

That wasn’t there before.

Sam starts walking towards the crackling intercom, as a

voice starts to emit from it
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BBQ GIRILL

This is BBQ Girill, here to inform

the employables of INSERT COMPANY

HERE that you are Under New

Mandagement by the offices of

A series of electronic tones comes out of the speaker.

BBQ GIRILL

Now get yourself over here before

Boss notices your lazy

shmingledang!

ARTIE (O.S.)

Hey Sam, get over here, you’re not

gonna believe this!

Sam starts running towards the kitchen. The camera turns off

INTERIOR, BURGER RESTAURANT KITCHEN, DAY

Ray is standing with Artie in front of several huge stacks

of cardboard boxes, all plastered with the same sticker as

the boss’ door.

RAY

Okay, what the fuck?

Artie opens up one of the boxes as Sam walks closer. There

are several packages of bizarre; alien meat. She takes out a

box marked "CALCIAM", and Ray takes out a packet containing

an piscine/avian thing.

RAY

I did NOT take the upgrade to

Supervisor for this shit!

Artie opens the box up and takes out what looks like a

monstrous skeleton.

ARTIE

Who the fuck ordered a skeleton for

a burger joint?!

Footsteps are heard offscreen as Artie stuffs the skeleton

back in the box. Sam turns and sees Annie, walking in

carrying something that looks like a huge tin of Spam.

ANNIE

Did yo uguys see-
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ARTIE

Yeah, yeah we did.

She turns over to Sam

ARTIE

Hey, Sam, could you look through

this while me and Annie have a

little chat?

SAM

What about, ex

The sound of an intercom buzzing to life occurrs across the

room, and Sam turns to face it. There’s another one of the

grill-shaped intercoms on the wall.

BBQ GIRILL

This is BBQ Girill, reminding all

of you peonstoofs to get back to

work. If you can’t, look at the

manual in the box everywhere, or

just ask Chuck for a handy-do!

Sam walks up to one of the boxes and opens it up. Amongst

more alien meats, she rifles through it and takes out a

strange manual with that creepy sticker on front.

BBQ GIRILL

The boss says if you don’t, . But

you don’t have to take it from me,

just ask our sanguisfied former

employed:

Annie flips through the manual. There’s nothing but

gibberish and wierd cartoon drawings in there. Annie and

Artie are having a heated discussion across the room. And

from the speaker now emits:

VICTIM #1

Oh god, not the machine, not the

machine!

and then the sounds of horrible screaming and several

machiens mutilating flesh at once. Sam looks up in shock at

the speaker. She sees there is now a strange,

meat-grinder-like device beneath the speaker.

In the background, as Annie and Artie are talking, the tin

lumps out of Annie’s hands and starts to jump.
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